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ABSTRACT This study introduces a new nanocrystallization method assisted by ultrasounds that 

produces needles or nanocubes of CMONS, a stilbene dye, with an excellent control over the 

polymorphism, and with a narrow size distribution. Owing to the production of radicals from 

dissolved dioxygen by high-intensity ultrasounds, trans-to-cis isomerization was observed in the 

absence of nitrogen bubbling, with the formation of two distinct crystalline phases for the different 

diastereomers. The crystallinity of CMONS needles was probed by various techniques, including 

X-ray and electron diffractions, fluorescence spectroscopy, and dynamic nuclear polarization 

(DNP) enhanced solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance. The latter was used to hyperpolarize 1H 

nuclei and to record 1H-13C and 1H-15N CPMAS NMR spectra at natural isotopic abundance with 

very high signal-to-noise ratio. With such sensitivity, one can easily discriminate between cis and 

trans-I forms of CMONS, detect the presence of multiple polymorphic phases (even with minor 

contributions) and check the absence of amorphous phase. Finally, the mechanism involved in the 

formation of CMONS needles was ascertained after stabilizing intermediate nanocubes against 

Ostwald ripening and ordered aggregation mechanisms using the CTAB surfactant. 
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Introduction 

Organic nanocrystals (NCs) are being widely investigated owing to their wide range of 

applications,1 since their first preparations as colloids, 2,3 embedded in sol-gel matrices 4 or formed 

within large pores-materials.5 Nanosized drugs, amorphous or not, display faster solubilization 

than the bulk thanks to the increased surface to volume ratio, as exemplified by the widely used 

anti-cancer drug Doxil®.6,7 Other applications of NCs include sensing,8 organic electronics9 and 

optical power limiters.10 Nanosized organic dyes are also being intensively studied for application 

as tracers for in vivo fluorescence imaging.11–16 In particular, the advent of aggregation-induced 

emission (AIE) has enabled the development of numerous nanoparticles (NPs) obtained by 

precipitation of a dye solution into water.17–19 However, the fluorescence properties of the obtained 

colloids strongly depend on the ordering of the molecular packing and eventually on the 

polymorph that is formed when the NPs are crystalline. In particular, lots of AIE dyes-based NPs 

rely on J-aggregates, for which an ordered molecular assembly favors fluorescence emission. 

However, the structural characterization of molecular colloids is very delicate, which constitutes 

a strong limiting factor in many studies of fluorescent NPs and AIE fluorophores. Furthermore, 

some colloids were characterized after freeze-drying, but it has been shown that the freeze-drying 

process may itself provoke the crystallization of the dye.11  

To prepare NCs colloids, the reprecipitation method2 has been previously developed. It consists 

in injecting a solution of the compound to crystallize in a water-miscible solvent into water. 

However, this technique may lead to polydisperse mixtures as the time at which the critical 

supersaturation is reached, corresponding to the nucleation threshold, strongly depends on the 

solubility of the compound in the considered solvent. Furthermore, amorphous or ill-crystallized 

nanoprecipitates are often obtained,14 while size and size distribution of molecular NPs are often 
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difficult to master. In order to transition from amorphous to crystalline particles,14 and to provoke 

early nucleations to control the NC size dispersity,20 ultrasounds may be applied to initiate the 

nanocrystallization process. Indeed, ultrasounds are known to decrease the free energy necessary 

for the nucleation to take place thanks to the transient formation of cavitation bubbles with very 

high local pressure and temperature. The so-called sonocrystallization processes21,22 strongly favor 

the dye nucleation, thus enhancing the nucleation frequency J which corresponds to the number of 

nuclei formed per volume and time units. This gives access to smaller NCs with enhanced 

crystallinity and lower size dispersity due to a confinement in time of the nucleation step as 

previously illustrated by La Mer & Dinegar.23 Indeed, the production of monodisperse NC colloids 

requires a temporally discrete nucleation step followed by slow growth of nuclei. Nevertheless, 

upon ageing, the colloids can still evolve due to the Ostwald ripening mechanism through the 

residual solubility of the dye in solution.24 

In this context of significant difficulties encountered both in the preparation of molecular NCs 

and in their structural characterizations, we present in this paper a new versatile sonocrystallization 

method that couples the injection of an organic solution into water simultaneously with the 

application of ultrasounds. We have tested and optimized this method with the CMONS dye (α-

[(4’-methoxyphenyl)methylene]-4-nitro-benzene-acetonitrile, Figure 1c). Indeed, CMONS is 

particularly interesting both for its optical properties and for its high complexity through a wealth 

of polymorphism and associated crystal morphologies. CMONS dye is a stilbene derivative that 

can present interesting optical power limiting properties25, intense fluorescence emissions in the 

crystal state and quadratic nonlinear optical properties (Table S1). Its trans diastereomer can be 

crystallized as three known polymorphs, close in energy and which have all been structurally 

characterized by single crystal X-ray diffraction.26,27 As these polymorphs exhibit different optical 
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properties (Table S1), this makes the control of the polymorphism of particular interest. Up to now, 

CMONS NCs have been embedded in sol-gel thin films, or organosilica-coated NCs, either in their 

trans-I or trans-III form.26,28 Using the proposed sonocrystallization method, we reached a good 

control on the polymorphism, the cis/trans isomerization, and the morphology through the 

nucleation and growth of uniform CMONS needles and nanocubes. The crystallinity of the needles 

was characterized in depth by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD), electron diffraction, fluorescence 

spectroscopy, and solid-state NMR (ssNMR) enhanced by Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP). 

The mechanism of formation of the needles is also presented. 

 

 

Experimental section 

Methods 

CMONS was prepared according to a previously published procedure,29 and recrystallized twice 

from toluene. Methanol (HPLC grade) and ultrapure water (HPLC with gradient grade) were 

purchased from Fisher Scientific. Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) was purchased from 

Alfa Aesar. Centrifugation was performed with a Beckman Coulter Allegra 64R equipment in 50 

mL tubes with a rotation speed of 21 000 rpm, i.e. an acceleration of 41 400 g. The ultrasounds 

were produced with a Sonics 500 W generator working at 20 kHz and generating 35 to 500 W (7 

to 100% of the nominal power) through a 13 mm tip. 

 

Synthesis 

Preparation of pure trans-I CMONS needles (CMONS-N2). A 1 L beaker with a magnetic stir 

bar was filled with ultrapure water (600 mL) and placed in a water/ice bath, then N2 gas was 
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bubbled for 5 minutes into the water. The injection capillary was placed in water under the 

ultrasonic probe (Figure 1a). A methanol solution of CMONS (100 mL, 2.5×10-4 M) was degassed 

for 2 minutes by bubbling N2 then introduced into the reservoir. The ultrasounds generator was 

turned on (7% of the nominal power, 35 W) then the pressure was adjusted to maintain a constant 

flow (3 mL/min) of CMONS-methanol solution. After all the solution was injected, the ultrasounds 

were shut off and the pressure was released. During the experiment, the temperature raised from 0 

to 15 °C. The CMONS suspension was centrifuged for 30 minutes, then the yellow needles were 

resuspended in a minimum amount of water using mild ultrasonic radiation, combined and washed 

twice with water. Finally, the needles were dried in vacuo in a tube connected with a P2O5-filled 

Schlenk tube. A dry yellow powder was obtained (6 mg, 85% yield). For the preparation of 

CMONS-air, no bubbling was performed, while for CMONS-O2, O2 was bubbled instead of N2 

gas in the water and CMONS-methanol initial solutions. 

Preparation of CMONS nanocubes. A 1 L beaker with a magnetic stir bar placed in a water/ice 

bath was filled with water (600 mL) and degassed for 5 minutes by bubbling N2 before adding 

CTAB (91 mg, 2.5×10-4 mol). The injection capillary and the ultrasonic probe were adjusted, and 

the surfactant was then dissolved under sonication for 5 minutes. The injection of the CMONS-

methanol solution was carried out as described above, yielding a stable yellow colloid. 

Preparation of trans-I CMONS microcrystals (CMONS-micro).26 In a 100 mL round-bottom 

flask, CMONS (0.35 g) was dissolved in hot dichloromethane (15 mL), then the solution was left 

to concentrate under ambient atmosphere for three days. The solid was composed only of the trans-

I phase as revealed by PXRD (Fig S1). The morphology was investigated by (FESEM), revealing 

the presence of large blocks (Fig S2). 
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Preparation of trans-I CMONS single crystals.26 CMONS was dissolved in boiling glacial acetic 

acid. Upon slow cooling, yellow long needles of trans I CMONS single crystals were obtained, 

together with some orange needles. A single yellow needle was selected for single crystal X-Ray 

analysis.  

 

Characterizations:  

Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy: FESEM images were recorded using a Zeiss 

Ultra+ scanning electron microscope. The CMONS NCs in powder were deposited on doped 

silicon wafers for observation. Alternatively, 3 µL of a dilute colloid were dried on a piece of 

silicon wafer. A voltage of 3 kV was used at a working distance of 3 mm.  

Transmission electron microscopy: TEM was performed on a Philips CM300 microscope 

operating at 300 kV at 100 K using a sample holder cooled with liquid nitrogen. The TEM grid 

was prepared by depositing a dilute drop of colloid collected just after synthesis on a carbon-coated 

copper grid. Images and diffraction patterns were collected on a TemCam F416 TVIPS, which is 

a rapid, large field of view, high-resolution and high dynamic range CMOS camera (4k×4k, 16 

bits). Diffraction patterns were recorded with an exposure time of 0.4 s corresponding to a dose of 

0.2 electrons/Å2 to avoid sample damage, while NC images were obtained with 0.4-1s exposure 

time (dose 0.2 to 0.5 electrons/Å2).  

Powder X-ray diffraction: PXRD data of the pure microcrystalline dye and the CMONS needles 

were collected either on a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer equipped with a monochromatic Cu 

Kα1 (λ = 1.5406 Å) source, or on a D8-Endeavor diffractometer with a mixed Kα1 and Kα2 Cu 

radiation, both operated in a Bragg-Brentano geometry. The data were collected from 2θ, 5 – 50˚ 

with a 0.01˚ or a 0.02° step size, respectively. A Lynxeye linear detector was used for data 
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collection. The coherent lengths of the crystallites were obtained using the Debye Scherrer formula 

on single reflections, after determination of the instrumental broadening.  

Single crystal XRD: Experiments were carried out using a Nonius Kappa-CCD diffractometer. 

Cell determination was performed using a φ/χ method. The NC size was analyzed in colloidal 

solutions by dynamic light scattering (NanoKin DLS, Cordouan, France) and the ζ potentials were 

determined using a Wallis analyzer (Cordouan, France) after dilution in 10-3 M NaCl.  

Absorption and fluorescence: The spectra were recorded on aqueous suspensions using a SAFAS 

Xenius XC Cuvette spectrofluorometer with a Xenon source UV lamp. Fluorescence quantum 

yields were measured using a Horiba-Jobin Yvon Fluorolog-3 spectrofluorimeter equipped with a 

Hamamatsu R928 photomultiplier tube. The spectra were reference-corrected for both the 

variation in light intensity of the excitation source and the emission spectral response. 

Measurements were performed using a calibrated integrative sphere collecting all the emission (2π 

steradians covered with spectralon), model F-3018 from Horiba Jobin Yvon.  

DNP-enhanced ssNMR: The samples were prepared by impregnation of the needles with a DNP 

matrix composed of 10 mM AsymPolPOK30 in a d8-glycerol:D2O:H2O (6:3:1) mixture. The 

amounts of the different CMONS-DNP samples were: 20 mg CMONS-air with 20 µL DNP matrix, 

35 mg of CMONS-N2 with 35 µL DNP matrix, and 40 mg of CMONS-micro with 40 µL DNP 

matrix. Each impregnated sample was then packed into a 3.2 mm outer-diameter sapphire rotor. 

All experiments were performed on a Bruker Avance III 400 MHz (1H resonance frequency) DNP-

ssNMR spectrometer equipped with a 263 GHz gyrotron for microwave irradiation, a corrugated 

transmission line and a low temperature 3.2 mm magic-angle sample spinning (MAS) probe used 

in double-resonance mode.31 All experiments were performed at a sample temperature of 100 K, 

and a MAS frequency of 12.5 kHz for 13C- and 8 kHz for 15N spectra, unless stated otherwise. 
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Cross-polarization under MAS32 (CPMAS) experiments were performed with a radio frequency 

(rf) field strength of 50 kHz on 13C /15N and 100 kHz on the 1H channel. A 50-to-100% ramp was 

used for the 1H CP spin-lock during CP.33–36 The CP contact time was set to 2 ms after 

optimization. 1H decoupling at a field strength of 100 kHz using SPINAL-6437 was applied during 

acquisition. The inter-scan delay was optimized according to the polarization build-up time of each 

sample, and set to 9.75 s for CMONS-micro, 6.0 s for CMONS-air, and 6.5 s for CMONS- N2. 64 

transients were accumulated for each 1H-13C CPMAS experiment while 256, 512, and 2048 

transients were added for the 1H-15N CPMAS experiment on CMONS-N2, CMONS-micro, and 

CMONS-air, respectively.  

 
Results and discussion  

 

Figure 1: (a) Scheme of the setup developed for the nanocrystallization of organic compounds; (b) 

Principle of the nucleation and growth of a single NC from an initial droplet of organic solution 

gradually mixed with water. (c) trans and cis diastereomers of CMONS.  

We designed an original sonocrystallization reactor (Figure 1a) to prepare aqueous colloidal 

solutions of organic NCs. The process is based on the injection into ultrapure water of a solution 
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of the organic compound dissolved in a water-miscible organic solvent. The reservoir containing 

the organic solution is connected to a capillary (ca 20 cm long and 0.17 mm in diameter) allowing 

the injection of a constant flow of organic solution into water. The control of the solution flow is 

achieved by applying a constant nitrogen pressure to the tank, in the 0.5-2 bar range. The end of 

the capillary, corresponding to the injection area of the organic solution, is immersed in water, 

around 5 mm below an ultrasonic probe which delivers a constant power. It can be easily checked 

by direct visualization that ultrasounds fragment the flow of organic dye solution into micron-sized 

droplets (Figure 1b). Then, by progressively mixing the organic solvent containing the dye with 

water, the volume of droplets is gradually reduced, thus increasing the dye saturation in droplets. 

Finally, at high supersaturation, the dye nucleation and growth take place under confined 

conditions in space (Figure 1b). As the nucleation step occurs at the end of solvent dispersion in 

water within micron-sized droplets, only a single nucleus should be formed in each droplet as a 

result of the confined conditions of  nucleation.38  Indeed, the probability dP of forming a stable 

nucleus in a volume of solution V during a period of time dt is dP = J V dt, where J is the stationary 

nucleation rate, or nucleation frequency. The other effect of the ultrasonic radiation is to provoke 

the formation of cavitation bubbles, which can promote the nucleation process either in the 

bubbles, associated with very high local pressure, or at their interface with the solution through 
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heteronucleation.20 

 

Figure 2: SEM of the CMONS-N2 needles (a) without or (b) with 35 W of applied ultrasounds.  

 

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

5 10 15 20

2 theta CuKα (°) 
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Figure 3: PXRD of the obtained yellow needles obtained under varied conditions: (a) CMONS-

air; (b) CMONS-N2; (c) CMONS-O2; (d) reference trans-I CMONS;27 (e) Reference cis 
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CMONS.27 Dashed lines highlight selected peaks from the cis isomer.

(d)

(c)

(b)

(a)

8,4 8,2 8,0 7,8 7,6 7,4 7,2 7,0 6,8 6,6

δ / ppm  

Figure 4: Solution-state 1H NMR in CDCl3 of (a) CMONS-air; (b) CMONS-N2; (c) CMONS-O2; 

(d) starting CMONS. Dashed lines highlight selected signals from the cis isomer. 

 

To estimate appropriate concentrations for the synthesis of NCs, an approximate calculation 

shows that a spherical droplet with a diameter of 5 µm of an organic solution at 2.5 ×10-4 M should 

lead to a 0.15 µm wide nanocube. Thus, the first trials of sonocrystallization were intended by 

injecting 100 mL of a methanol solution of CMONS at a concentration of 2.5 ×10-4 M into 600 

mL of water under standard precipitation conditions. DLS of the obtained yellow fluorescent 

suspension evidenced the formation of micron-sized objects instead of the expected NCs, while 

SEM micrographs revealed the presence of submicron needles, yet polydisperse in width and 

length (Figure 2a). Satisfactorily, upon applying a moderate power of ultrasounds (35 W), uniform 

needles, 1-2 µm long with a diameter of 82 ± 17 nm (CMONS-air, Figure S3) were observed by 

SEM. This ultrasound effect was investigated: starting from a power of 35 W, an increase of the 

power to 150 W yielded similar results in terms of size and crystallinity. Furthermore, the solvent 

nature, the concentration of the organic solution, and the water/CMONS solution ratio were varied, 
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but had little effect on the dimensions of the obtained needles. The monodispersity observed under 

sonication (Figure 2b) clearly illustrates the interest of our sonocrystallization method to generate 

a confinement of the CMONS crystallization in micrometer size droplets. The presence of sharp 

PXRD peaks suggests high crystallinity (Figure 3a). A close look at the diffractogram reveals that 

the powder is mainly composed of the trans-I form of CMONS, in agreement with the intense 

yellow fluorescence emission of the powder.26 Surprisingly, a small fraction of the cis form of 

CMONS is also visible by PXRD, even if the CMONS starting powder only shows the presence 

of the trans isomer (Figure 1c). A more quantitative information was obtained by NMR in solution 

after dissolving the starting powder and the obtained needles of CMONS-air in CDCl3 (Figure 4). 

Though the starting CMONS only featured 2.5% of the cis form, this cis fraction increased to 20% 

after sonocrystallization. Trans-cis isomerization of double bonds at room temperature is rather 

unusual. We believe it may be due to the high power ultrasounds applied in this process, which 

are known to form oxygen radicals HO° and/or HOO° from dissolved dioxygen.39 To check this 

hypothesis, we compared PXRD (Figure 3) and solution-state NMR (Figure 4) characterizations 

of the CMONS-air sample with those obtained under similar conditions, but after bubbling either 

oxygen (CMONS-O2) or nitrogen (CMONS-N2) in the CMONS-methanol and ultrapure water 

initial solutions. Both PXRD and solution-state NMR experiments confirmed the absence of the 

cis form in CMONS-N2. Conversely, the cis isomer was dominating when oxygen was bubbled 

instead of nitrogen (60% cis in CMONS-O2). This is a clear indication that oxygen radicals are 

formed from dissolved dioxygen under sonication, and are implied in the isomerization process of 

CMONS molecules.40 A mechanism for this trans-to-cis isomerization is proposed in Figure S4. 

It is noteworthy that the cis isomer is not visible at all by solution-state NMR after 

sonocrystallization with N2 bubbling (Figure 4b) while the starting CMONS contained 2.5% of 
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this form. Therefore, it is possible to obtain needles of the pure trans-I form for CMONS-N2 with 

dimensions of 98 ± 33 nm width and ca 2 µm length if a careful N2 bubbling in the initial solutions 

is applied (Figure 2b).  

The crystal quality of CMONS-N2 needles was first probed locally by electron diffraction in a 

transmission electron microscope. Indeed, this technique allows to determine the crystallinity and 

the structural arrangement at the nanoscale. However, CMONS-N2, similarly to other organic 

samples, is particularly fragile under the electron beam. The analysis was therefore performed 

under low dose using a voltage of 300 kV, and at low temperature (100 K) following the techniques 

developed for silica-coated organic NPs in our laboratory.28,41 Despite the presence of bundles of 

needles on the grid as previously observed in SEM images, it was possible to obtain a diffraction 

pattern from a single needle, as seen in the TEM image (Figure 5a). Fortunately, as the needles 

feature a parallelepipedal form, the observed needle was lying on the (�⃗�𝑎, 𝑏𝑏�⃗ ) face, which led to the 

[001] electron diffraction pattern. Cell parameters a* = 0.26 Å-1 and b*= 0.08 Å-1 identical to the 

ones calculated from the reciprocal cell parameters of the trans-I form could be measured, and the 

diffraction pattern was indexed (Figure 5b). The presence of a single set of spots indicates that the 

observed zone (ca 500 nm in diameter, yellow circle in Figure 5) is monocrystalline. However, 

some reflections forbidden in the P21/n (14) space group are visible, and may be attributed to 

structural modifications occurring under the electron beam: the quite intense reflections 0k0 with 

k = 2n+1 can be explained by a loss of symmetry of the structure (helicoidal axis 21 // b 

disappearance in this case). The reflections h0l with h+l = 2n+l are weakly re-ignited, probably 

due to multiple diffraction, but perhaps also due to the loss under irradiation of the glide plane n 

perpendicular to the b axis. The irradiation may have induced atomic displacements42 in CMONS 

molecules, prior to the final amorphization of the material under the electron beam. 
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Figure 5: (a) TEM micrograph of CMONS-N2 needles and (b) [001] electron diffraction pattern of 

the selected zone (yellow circle on the micrograph). Forbidden reflections due to multiple 

diffraction and/or lack of symmetry are indexed in red. 

 

This TEM and electron diffraction measurements enabled to determine that the main axis of the 

needle lies in the (a*, b*) plane. To unambiguously assign the direction of preferential growth, we 

grew single crystals (2000 × 60 × 60 µm) of trans-I CMONS from acetic acid (Figure S5) and 

studied them by single crystal X-Ray diffraction analysis. Following the determination of the cell 

and the orientation matrix (using evalCCD14, from Nonius Package), the crystal was oriented 

perpendicular to the c-axis as displayed in Figure S5. This showed that the main axis of the needles 

is indeed the a-axis, corresponding to a preferential growth by π-π stacking.  

The crystallinity of the CMONS needles obtained by sonocrystallization was then probed by 

monochromatic PXRD studies (Figure S1) in the case of CMONS-air, CMONS-N2 and CMONS-

micro. For all samples, the PXRD analysis could not detect any visible amorphous parts, as no 

bump was observed on the very weak background at low diffraction angles. A Le Bail refinement 

at 298 K was performed for all three samples. The space group and cell parameters for CMONS-

(a) (b) 
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N2 and CMONS-micro were in good agreement with the published parameters for the trans-I form 

(Table 1), and very different from the two other known polymorphs of trans CMONS.27 The slight 

variations between the two sets of cell parameters of the trans-I form may arise from temperature 

differences between the present (298 K) and published (123 K)  measurements. For CMONS-air, 

a major set of reflections could be assigned to the trans-I form of the CMONS, while the minor 

set of reflections could be unambiguously assigned to the cis form (Table 1 and S1), in agreement 

with the solution-state NMR results. The analysis of the width of the (004) and (022) reflections 

gave similar coherence lengths, corresponding to single crystal domains, in the (b, c) plane for the 

trans-I form for CMONS-N2 and CMONS-air (Table 1). The values are very close to the width of 

the needles (80-100 nm) evidencing a high crystal quality for the needles.  The largest coherence 

length was found for CMONS-micro, but this value appears however low for a microcrystalline 

sample. Indeed, the SEM micrographs (Figure S2) show that CMONS-micro is constituted of 

assembled needles and blocks of sub-micron sizes.  

However, no usable coherence length along the main axis of the needle could be obtained due 

to the small value of the a-parameter, which leads to reflections appearing in the region over 25° 

where no individual peaks could be isolated. 
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 Space 
group 

a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) β (°) Coherence 
length 
(nm) a 

Coherence 
length 
(nm)b 

CMONS-
N2 

P21/n 3.8891(5) 12.347(1) 28.787(5) 93.16(1) 46 ± 5 54 ± 5 

CMONS-
micro 

P21/n 3.8918(3) 12.366(2) 28.669(5) 92.82(2) 65 ± 5 62 ± 5 

CMONS-
air (major) 

P21/n 3.8766(6) 12.316(2) 28.689(5) 93.136(4) 53 ± 5 51 ± 5 

CMONS-
air (minor) 

P21/c 8.692(2) 12.679(2) 12.523(2) 101.74(1) - - 

Reference 
trans-I c 

P21/n 3.814(1) 12.371(3) 28.132(5) 91.50 (2)   

Reference 
cis c 

P21/c 8.543(3) 12.697(4) 12.572(4) 101.52 (3)   

Table 1: Results of the Le Bail refinement of the three CMONS samples (see Fig S1). a Determined 

for the (004) reflection; b Determined for the (022) reflection. c From the crystal structures in ref 

27, determined at 123 K. 

 

Besides X-ray and electron diffraction techniques CMONS NCs were further investigated using 

DNP-enhanced ssNMR.43,44 This hyperpolarization technique relies on the use of paramagnetic 

dopants, also called polarizing agents (PAs), which are added to the studied material. Under 

microwave irradiation, the large electron spin polarization of the PAs is transferred to the 

surrounding nuclear spins, allowing the detection of a much stronger NMR signal. For proton-

dense materials, the transfer of polarization from electron to 1H nuclear spins is particularly 

efficient for nano-sized particles,45 leading to unprecedented sensitivity and experimental time 
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saving, and thus enabling in-depth atomic scale characterization of materials at natural isotopic 

abundance (1.1% for 13C and 0.37 % for 15N).46–54  

In a first step, we checked that the experimental DNP specific conditions (impregnation with a 

glycerol and PA containing solution, sample temperature of 100 K) did not affect the CMONS 

needles. As shown in Figure 6, the 13C resonances of CMONS-N2 under DNP conditions (Figure 

6b) are very similar to the ones of CMONS-micro observed at room temperature with standard 

ssNMR (Figure 6a). In each case, the relatively narrow 13C/15N linewidths are consistent with a 

crystalline material. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that despite the low sample temperature 

and the presence of paramagnetic dopants, the 13C resonance linewidth of CMONS-N2 needles is 

slightly smaller than the one of CMONS-micro (80-85 Hz full-width at half-height vs. 100-105 

Hz). This might indicate less defects and/or local disorder compared to the larger CMONS 

microcrystals, however a change in Anisotropic Bulk Magnetic Susceptibility (ABMS) cannot be 

ruled out.55–58 Indeed ABMS broadening have reportedly been observed in organic solids 

containing phenyl groups.57,58 In comparison, the resonances in the DNP-enhanced ssNMR 

spectrum of CMONS-air (Figure 6c) are slightly broader than in the CMONS-N2 case, and 

additional small peaks (indicated by a hash) are detected, due to the presence of the minor cis 

diastereomer. The resonances in CMONS-air are broadened by the overlapping of trans and cis 

resonances arising from a NC mixture of trans-I and cis forms as previously evidenced by PXRD 

(Figure 3).  
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Figure 6: (a) 1H-13C-CPMAS ssNMR spectrum of pure CMONS-micro powder at room 

temperature.  (b)-(c) 1H-13C-CPMAS DNP-enhanced ssNMR spectra of CMONS-N2 (b) and 

CMONS-air (c) at 100 K. Glycerol peaks resulting from the impregnation with the DNP matrix in 

(b) and (c) are indicated. Resolved peaks of the cis diastereomer visible in (c) are labeled with a 

hash, and their position is marked through all three spectra with vertical dotted lines.  

 

The signal enhancement provided by DNP is highlighted in Figure 7, which compares spectra 

acquired with and without microwave (µw) irradiation. The gain in signal intensity is important 

for all samples, ranging from a factor 8 for CMONS-micro to 19 and 35 for COMNS-air and 

CMONS-N2, respectively. The variation in DNP enhancement factor going from micro-sized to 

nano-sized particles can be rationalized easily. As the polarizing agent molecules cannot penetrate 

inside the crystal particles, the 1H hyperpolarization needs to propagate through the particles with 

1H-1H spin diffusion, which results in higher sensitivity improvement for smaller objects.45 The 

variation in DNP enhancement factors between CMONS-air and CMONS-N2 needles could be due 
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to a change in aggregation state, which could influence the wetting of the nanocrystals with the 

DNP matrix. 

It is also worth noting that the 13C linewidth does not change when applying the microwave 

irradiation in the case of CMONS-N2 (Figure 7 b) and CMONS-air (Figure 7 c), while this is not 

the case for CMONS-micro (Figure 7 a). This effect might be interpreted as follows: the CMONS 

needles are uniformly polarized such that the same linewidth with and without microwaves is 

observed, whereas we can expect that the CMONS microcrystals are non-uniformly polarized, 

favoring the possibly less crystalline outer shell (hundreds of nm) of the microcrystals in the DNP-

enhanced spectrum, resulting in broader lines compared to the spectrum without microwaves. This 

observation confirms the excellent crystallinity of the CMONS needles. 
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Figure 7: 1H-13C -CPMAS DNP-enhanced ssNMR spectra (µw on, top spectra) of (a) CMONS- 

micro, (b) CMONS- N2, and (c) CMONS-air, compared to the spectra (intensity scaled by a factor 

× 2) acquired without µw irradiation (µw off, bottom spectra). Values of εon/off , the signal 

intensity ratio between experiments performed with and without microwave irradiation, are given 

in each panel for the CMONS signals. For the glycerol signals, εon/off is 74, 82, and 67 for (a), (b), 

and (c), respectively.  

To complement the 13C NMR results, we also used DNP to record natural abundance 15N DNP-

enhanced ssNMR spectra of CMONS-micro, CMONS-N2, and CMONS-air (Figure 8), since it is 

known that 15N chemical shifts are very sensitive to their local environment. The observations 

derived from Figure 6 based on 13C NMR chemical shifts are confirmed by the 15N NMR data 

presented in Figure 8. The narrow linewidth observed in all three spectra underlines again the high 

crystallinity of the samples. The 15N resonance linewidth of the CMONS-N2 needles (Figure 8b) 

is here ~30% narrower than those of the microcrystals (CMONS-micro, Figure 8a), both under 

DNP conditions. This again can be the result of differences in crystallinity of the hyperpolarized 

region of the sample (surface layers in case of CMONS-micro vs. entire needle for CMONS-N2) 

and/or differences in some ABMS broadening.55–58 The two resonances of the cis diastereomer, 

marked with a hash in Figure 8, are only visible in the CMONS-air sample (Figure 8c). 

Interestingly, one can note that the cyano 15N resonance is strongly shifted between the trans-I and 

the cis form (at respectively 270 and 256 ppm). As expected, the 15N nitro resonance is less affected 

by the change in molecular configuration (370 ppm for the trans-I, and 368 ppm for the cis-

configuration).  

The three 15N DNP spectra shown in Figure 8 correspond to about 5.5 hours of experimental 

time in total and show excellent sensitivity, required for the detection of multiple polymorphs or 
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amorphous contribution. It is also worth pointing out that such experiments can be proven 

challenging to record with conventional ssNMR. For instance, it would have taken about 80 days 

with conventional ssNMR to obtain the three spectra shown in Figure 8 with the same signal to 

noise.  

 

 

 

Figure 8: 1H-15N CPMAS DNP-enhanced ssNMR spectra of (a) CMONS-micro, (b) CMONS-N2, 

and (c) CMONS-air. The signals of the cis diastereomer visible in (c) at 368 and 256 ppm are 

labeled with a hash. The position of the 256-ppm signal is marked through all three spectra with a 

vertical dotted line.  

 

On the other hand, we have shown in a previous study that fluorescence spectroscopy can also 

indirectly not only characterize the nature of the CMONS polymorph obtained during solution 
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crystallization, but also give a good indication on the degree of crystallinity of the crystallites 

obtained.26,28 Indeed, the three polymorphs of trans CMONS exhibit very different fluorescence 

emission bands (Table S1).27,28 Furthermore, the quantum yield (QY) of CMONS dissolved in 

solution is very low (QY < 1%), while the trans-I form has the highest fluorescence emission with 

a maximum QY of 48% for micron-size powders (CMONS-micro).59 All suspensions prepared 

through optimized conditions of sonocrystallization show an intense yellow color and a high 

fluorescence intensity. The intense fluorescence with a broad emission band peaking at 548 nm 

(Figure 9) can be attributed to the CMONS trans-I polymorph as described previously.26 On the 

other hand, the very high fluorescence efficiency with QY up to 38 ± 4 % suggests a high 

crystallinity of the CMONS-N2 needles as specified from PXRD and DNP-enhanced ssNMR. 

Indeed, for this kind of crystal-state fluorophores, any slight distortion leads to fluorescence 

quenching, thus to a strong decrease in QY. The slight QY decrease observed for CMONS-N2 

compared to the microcrystalline sample is certainly due to surface effects, which become 

important for these 100 nm thick needles.  
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Figure 9: Absorption (dotted lines) and normalized emission spectra (full lines) of CMONS-N2 

needles (in black) and CMONS nanocubes (in red), with λexc = 400 nm. 

 

 

Figure 10: SEM micrographs of (a) CMONS nanocubes obtained in the presence of CTAB, and 

(b) CMONS needles obtained after dialysis. 

 

Considering the proposed crystallization process, the formation of micron-long needles upon 

fragmentation of the CMONS-methanol solution stream by ultrasounds is, at first glance, rather 

intriguing. These needles probably arise from a fast Ostwald ripening of initially formed NCs 

(primary particles), as firstly hypothesized. In order to confirm this hypothesis on the Ostwald 

ripening, which is certainly favored by a residual solubility of CMONS (polar molecule) in the 

final solvent mixture (water + injected methanol), we decided to investigate the effect of additives 

on the crystallization process. To this aim, various surfactants such as PVP, Brij, Pluronics and 

CTAB were tried, but only the latter one lead to stable colloids. Indeed, when 10 equivalents of 

CTAB with respect to CMONS were dissolved in the aqueous phase before injection, stable 

colloids with DLS size around 400 nm were obtained. SEM on a dried droplet (Figure 10a) 

evidences the presence of cubes of 100-300 nm in width, consistent with the DLS size. The 

(a) (b) 
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similarity with CMONS-N2 in the optical absorption and fluorescence spectra (Figure 9), together 

with the elevated QY value (21 ± 2% for CMONS nanocubes vs 48% for CMONS-micro) and the 

cubic morphology of the particles suggest the presence of crystals of the trans-I form. Accordingly, 

the NCs are stabilized by CTA+ cations, as a strongly positive ζ potential of +29 ± 5 mV was 

measured. When the CTAB was then removed by dialysis against the same water: methanol 6:1 

solvent mixture, a precipitate formed, which was identified as 100 nm-thick, 3-5 µm long needles 

(Figure 10b) similar to those previously observed in CMONS-N2. Concomitantly, the ζ potential 

evolved from +29 ± 5 mV to 0 ± 5 mV, in agreement with the removal by dialysis of adsorbed 

CTA+ cations from the surface of the CMONS NCs. From these observations, we propose the 

mechanism presented in Figure 11. Crystalline nanocubes are first formed by confined 

crystallization within micron-sized droplets obtained by ultrasonic fragmentation of the injected 

methanol stream, Figure 1. These nanocubes can be stabilized and observed if CTAB is added. 

However, in the absence of stabilizing agent, typical Ostwald ripening quickly takes place through 

the residual CMONS solubility in the solution, favoring the growth of needles through strong π-π 

stacking interactions. In addition, this Ostwald ripening may be coupled to a self-organized 

aggregation and coalescence mechanism of primary nanoparticles, as it has been previously 

reported for many other colloidal systems.60–62 In our case, this ordered aggregation would be 

favored by the high symmetry of the morphology of the cubic primary particles of CMONS. 

Indeed, due to the initial nanocubes formation, aggregated primary particles can exhibit very low 

degree of crystallographic misorientation associated with small surface energy, which yields facile 

coalescence.63 Thus, adjoining nanocubes can fuse to form larger crystals leading to the formation 

of needles. Indeed, the directional selectivity of the coalescence mechanism greatly reduces the 

interfacial energy of the small primary particles.  
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On the other hand, it is noteworthy that the trans-I form is not the thermodynamically most 

stable form of CMONS.26 This confirms that this sonocrystallization process, involving an instant 

confined nucleation and growth of NCs, is entirely kinetically controlled, allowing thus 

nanocrystallization of a pure single polymorph. The purity of CMONS-N2 is also an interesting 

factor, as it is purely trans as evidenced by 1H solution NMR, although the starting CMONS 

contains 2.5% of the cis diastereomer (Figures 3b and 3d). This suggests that the cis form remains 

solubilized at the end of the process. When more cis isomer is produced, as it is the case when the 

water is not degassed of oxygen, the soluble cis species start independently to nucleate and grow 

in solution forming a second crystalline phase, as evidenced by DNP-enhanced ssNMR and PXRD.  

 

Figure 11: Proposed mechanism for the formation of CMONS needles by sonocrystallization: in 

the first step, (a) the ultrasounds fragment the CMONS-methanol solution stream into droplets. 

Each droplet undergoes confined ultrasound-assisted nucleation and growth of a NC. (b) 
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nanocubes can be stabilized by CTAB or, in the absence of surfactant, they rapidly undergo 

Ostwald ripening and /or NC coalescence to form needles. 

 

Conclusions 

This study shows that confined ultrasound-assisted crystallization can be a useful tool to produce 

NCs with high crystallinity. In particular, trans-I CMONS needles or nanocubes could be obtained 

with a narrow size distribution and as a single polymorph under kinetic control. This is particularly 

spectacular for this molecule which easily crystallizes as mixtures of three polymorphs. However, 

we have found that dissolved dioxygen must be carefully removed from the initial solution when 

ultrasounds are used, as it causes isomerization of activated double bonds through the formation 

of transient oxygen radicals. Various tools were used in order to obtain an in-depth characterization 

of the crystallinity. Electron diffraction at low temperature in a transmission electron microscope 

enabled to visualize the reciprocal space in a CMONS-N2 needle, to evidence locally the 

crystallinity and compare reciprocal distances with those found in the literature. Next, single 

crystal X-ray diffraction allowed to unambiguously attribute the acicular axis of the needle to the 

a crystallographic axis, which logically corresponds to a packing by π-π stacking. The classical 

PXRD technique provided statistical information enabling the refinement of the crystal cell 

parameters, not only in the case of a pure polymorph, but also for the 4:1 trans I: cis mixture 

obtained for CMONS-air. The coherence lengths (~50 nm) deduced for CMONS-N2, 

corresponding to half the width of the needles, reflect the average length for which the repetitions 

are geometrically defect-free. To obtain information about the chemical environment around each 

carbon and nitrogen atoms, 13C and 15N DNP-enhanced ssNMR spectra of the samples were 

recorded. This technique, particularly efficient for nano-crystalline samples, enabled the 
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acquisition of ssNMR spectra with enhancement factors up to 35 for CMONS-N2. This permitted 

to get in few minutes, respectively few hours, high quality 13C and 15N 1D spectra at natural 

abundance with only 20-40 mg of sample. In all cases, narrow signals were observed, confirming 

the high crystallinity of the samples. The presence of the minor cis diastereomer in CMONS-air 

could be detected both in 13C and 15N spectra through the presence of additional resolved peaks. 

The high sensitivity obtained by DNP-enhanced ssNMR on such nano-sized crystalline materials 

is very promising for further structural investigation of the molecular packing, which is however 

out of the scope of this study.  

Altogether these techniques unambiguously evidence the high crystal quality of the sono-

crystallized needles. Additionally, both PXRD and DNP-ssNMR enable to evidence that the 

different samples are exempt of amorphous parts, and that CMONS-air is composed of two distinct 

crystallographic phases without cocrystals of cis and trans I isomers. However, a more precise 

evaluation of the relative crystallinity of the different samples is precluded by experimental 

limitations, such as ABMS for DNP-ssNMR or surface quenching for fluorescence spectroscopy. 

Finally, the mechanism of the formation of CMONS needles was ascertained after addition of 

the CTAB surfactant, which stabilizes transient trans-I CMONS nanocubes towards Ostwald 

ripening. This typical growth process by Ostwald ripening could be associated to a self-organized 

aggregation and coalescence mechanisms of primary nanoparticles favored by their high cubic 

symmetry. Further evidence on the generalization of this ultrasound-assisted reprecipitation 

method to obtain colloids of small fluorescent organic NCs will be reported soon. 

 

Supporting Information. Monochromatic XRD patterns of CMONS-air, CMONS-N2 and 

CMONS-micro; SEM of CMONS-micro, CMONS-air and CMONS-N2; Mechanism of trans-to-
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cis isomerization, photograph of oriented CMONS trans I single crystal and associated structure; 

properties of the different CMONS polymorphs. 
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Ultrasound-assisted nanocrystallization of the CMONS dye afforded nanocubes or needles 

which crystallinity was assessed by PXRD, electron diffraction, DNP-enhanced solid-state NMR 

and fluorescence quantum yield measurements. 


